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Next 

Meeting

Tuesday, February 14, 2012

We will meet at 10:00 A.M. in the parking lot 
of Elsie Quirk Library. Then carpool to the Wild-

flower Preserve in Cape Haze. 

Continued on page 3

 Air Layering, Part 2.
Use it when you’re pretty sure nothing else will work.

Last month, I started an article on Air Layering. We will continue this 
article with a description of the second method of wounding a plant so 
that air layering can take place.

A second popular method of wounding is used on branches and stems 
that have distinct bark layers. It’s called ringing and involves removing a 
band of bark about 1-inch wide from the plant. Just take a knife or razor 
and make a shallow slice  into the bark, completely girdling the branch. 
Then make another similar ring an inch above the first one. Finally, 
slice the bark from between the two original rings so that the bark can 
be peeled off easily. You’ll have removed the bark from the branch and 
exposed the light-colored, slightly pulpy cambium layer beneath. This 
sort of wound very effectively isolates the leaves from the roots without 
completely shutting off the supply of water from the roots.

Next, you take advantage of the wonders of modern chemistry. Many 
significant developments have taken place in the fine art of rooting 
cuttings and layering branches. One of the most important has been 
the mass production of the wonder stuff of propagating: rooting 
hormone. Simply put, rooting hormones “instruct” cells in the process of 
transforming themselves into roots. In so doing they have made it possible 
to root in weeks plants that once took months and also have made it 
possible to layer plants that had to be grafted.

  New USDA 
Hardiness Zone Map

The United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) has updated its zone 
map that is used by gardeners and growers 
to determine which plants are most likely 
to thrive at a location. The zone listings for 
plants are usually found in plant catalogs. 
The map is based on the average annual 
minimum temperature, divided into 
10-degree F. zones.

For the first time, the map is available 
as an interactive GIS-based map, for 
which a broadband Internet connection 
is recommended. For those with slower 
Internet access, the images will be static. 
You can also type in a ZIP code to find 
your hardiness zone.

This map should be more accurate 
than the previous one because more 
information was used in its production 
such as elevation, proximity to bodies of 
water, landscape features such cities, farm 
land and forests and population densities. 
In the new map the US is covered by 12 
zones rather than the former 10. Also 
state, regional and national images can be 
downloaded and printed in a variety of 
sizes and resolutions. Check it out at:

www.planthardiness.ars.usda.gov
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Since our February meeting is not at 
our usual meeting location I will not 
have Directories, notebooks and such 
available. I will have them at the March 
meeting.

There are several projects I would like to 
accomplish this year: 

One, is to enhance the information in 
our Directory and clean up the design of 
each entry so it looks better. The present 
Directory is OK as far as information 
is concerned but its appearance could 
be improved. In addition, some other 
member information might be useful, 
such as specific member interest in 
the various gardening activities. What 
comes to mind is interest in herbs, plant 
propagation, hydroponics, roses, cactus, 
bromeliads, hibiscus, orchids,  and many 
other aspects of gardening. I will try to 
gather the information in March through 
May and incorporate it in the database 
during the summer.

Two, I would like to add each persons 
picture in the Directory. To do this I need 
to take each member’s picture. I have to 
work out a schedule so it won’t interfere 
with the meeting activities. More on this 
at the March meeting.

Both above projects are designed to help 
the club with more information for the 
officers and the members and also make 
our printed material more attractive. It 
will take time to put together. Continued on page 4.

Editor’s 2¢

Greetings Everyone,

Well, it appears we are rapidly rolling along into the New Year. After having a very 
enjoyable luncheon meeting (a delicious meal and a wonderful demonstration of Saikei) 
we are quickly approaching our next meeting in February. Before I talk about that 
meeting I want to give a little background on choosing the meeting location.

As mentioned in my last message the club has embarked on a project to build an outdoor 
classroom at Wildflower Preserve (WFP). On Saturday, January 21st, six very ambitious 
club members headed out to WFP to install the benches that were partially pre-fabricated 
the week before. While I was working with the guys, I observed the camaraderie, team 
work and skills in action “getting it done” in such a short time. This project gave me a new 
meaning of the number twenty. We installed ten benches supported by two posts each. 
Albeit, the number twenty. Well, let me tell you, twenty doesn’t sound like a big number 
until you translate that into digging twenty holes by about eighteen inches deep. Many, 
many thanks to Bob Aspery, Tom Duch, John Halvorsen, Paul Jarvi and Ed Opatrny who 
were with me that day to complete the project. I took pictures of this project and I will be 
posting some of them on the web page in order for you to see the results of the member’s 
efforts.

This brings me back to our February meeting. We will have our next meeting at WFP 
on Tuesday, February 14 at 10:30 A.M. We will meet at Elsie Quirk Library at 10:00 
A.M. and car pool to WFP. If you are on the other side of town you can meet us at WFP 
at 10:30 A.M. We will have a short business meeting, a dedication of the benches and a 
guided walk of some of the trails. Margaret Dunson, of WFP, will guide the walk. Please 
join us at the meeting and see the great job our club did on creating and donating an 
outdoor classroom to the community.

On January 23rd, I met with Dave Casper, Ed Malone and Tony Schmidt in order to 
select nominees for the position of President for the next two year term. We came up 
with a great slate of candidates and we will be contacting you soon to see your interest. 
Our club is very much run by volunteers and we have gotten to be where we are today, 
by having an active membership willing to volunteer for projects, committees and serve 
as officers of the club.  When you are contacted, I hope that you will seriously consider 
accepting the nomination for a role that the nominating committee feels that you can 
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Using rooting hormone is simple. Simply dust the exposed, wounded 
area of the branch with powder. Some people moisten the branch before 
applying the dust so that it sticks in place, but this isn’t really necessary. If 
you are using the simpler slit method of wounding, be sure to dust both 
inside surfaces of the slice carefully.

The single most common cause of failed layers is the mismanagement of 
moisture level around the wound. Really successful layering requires a 
carefully adjusted mass of moisture into which the new roots can grow. If 
the wound is kept too wet, it will rot. If it too dry, it will fail to root, and 
the wounded part will die.

The best and most manageable medium that can be placed around a 
layered wound is sphagnum moss. Buy it unmilled so that you have long, 
stringy strands to work with. Soak the moss for several hours and then 
squeeze most of the moisture out of it. It should be thoroughly wetted 
but shouldn’t drip at all.

Wad a mass of this dampened sphagnum around the wound. The larger 
the branch, of course, the larger the sphagnum ball should be. It should 
be at least 1½ inches thick all the way around the stem. Finally, using all 
three of your available hands, wrap the sphagnum moss with polyethylene 
plastic. This is the plastic used in sandwich bags and food wrapping. It 
has the peculiar ability to hold 100% of the moisture inside the layering 
ball while permitting some air circulation. This means that your moist 
sphagnum will remain moist and not dry out. It also means that, if the 
sphagnum is wet, it will remain wet and the plant’s tissue is likely to rot.

Polyethylene is clear and so allows you to watch for developing roots as 
well as assess the moisture level of the sphagnum moss inside. As roots 
develop, they will absorb some of the moisture in the medium. And, 
if there are any leaks in your wrap, they will permit the evaporation of 
some of the moisture. When you are layering a large plant part, these 
water losses can be serious wince it takes so long to grow sufficient roots 
to support the new plant. As a result, you should check the root ball 
periodically. If it turns from a deep brown to a light tan, the sphagnum 
is drying out. Open one end of the polyethylene and, very carefully, add 
water. Be sure you don’t wet the sphagnum but rather just moisten it.

Then wait. Depending on the health of the plant and its proclivity to 
strike roots, you may have to wait weeks or even months. But, eventually, 
small, pale root hairs should appear inside the plastic.

When the sphagnum ball seems almost filled with roots, you can prepare 
to plant your layer. Be prudent about the timing of this operation, 
though. Don’t hurry into it before you are confident there are sufficient 
roots to support the new plant. Remember that, even at this stage of the 
process, some of the vital support of the upper portion of your plant is 
coming from the parent’s roots.

 Air Layering, Part 2.      – from page 1.

Continued on page 9.

Remove the plastic carefully so 
as not to damage or disrupt the 
fragile root hairs that you’ve 
grown. Then, using a sharp knife, 
sever the new plant from the old 
just below the original wound. 
Leave the sphagnum mass in place 
throughout all of this and plant the 
new specimen with it still tangled 
in those new small roots. These 
young roots will need familiar 
ground for the first week or two 
of their independent lives, and 
this sphagnum is familiar ground 
indeed. With time the roots will 
grow through the sphagnum into 
the soil of your pot.

For the first month of its life, a 
newly rooted plant should be kept 
moist and out of direct sunlight. 
The hard won and fragile root 
material that supports your plant 
can be easily burned by fertilizers. 
Rather, give it water in moderate 
amounts and slowly increase the 
light that falls on it. Generally 
speaking, you know that you’ve 
succeeded when the first new 
growth appears on your plant. 

Air Layering – continued from left

Hibiscus in Florida

The Chinese hibiscus, Hibiscus rosa–
sinensis L., is probably the most popular 
and widely planted shrub of the tropics. 
This colorful shrub has been grown in 
Florida for many years, but it is believed 
to be native to China and was introduced 
to Florida by way of the South Pacific and 
Hawaii.

Little is known about the early history of 
tropical hibiscus. Early Chinese hibiscus 
may have been hybrids involving two or 
more species from areas adjacent to the 
Indian Ocean. Today, most of the varieties 
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Continued on page 9.Conrinued on page 9

Natures Exquisite Exterminators
Having grown up on Long Island, NY we were always close to some body of water: the 
ocean, the sound, the bay, rivers, streams, lakes and ponds. Many Sunday’s we spent the 
day near some body of water and I got a chance to observe many different dragonflies. 
My parents and their friends always warned me to be careful of dragonflies because they 
sting. It wasn’t until years later I discovered that they didn’t sting at all and that they were 
a very beneficial insect in your garden. With that as an introduction, what is it about 
dragonflies that Florida gardeners like and how do you keep them around.

Butterflies may be a little more colorfully clad, but dragonflies are the favorite insect 
of many Florida gardeners. On close inspection, their beauty rivals that of the most 
beautiful butterflies. But it’s there aerial acrobatics and ravenous appetite that make 
dragonflies so welcome in the garden. 

Despite a delicate appearance, dragonflies are perfect hunting machines. More than 80% 
of their brain is used for processing visual information. It is believed that some species 
can see objects up to 30 feet away and detect movement as far as 60 feet away. And those 
big compound bug-eyes allow them to see in almost every direction at once.

Dragonflies also have more body mass dedicated to flying than any other insect. They 
can take off backwards, launch vertically, hover for more than a minute, and fly at speeds 
estimated at 25 - 35 mph. This is because they can control the movement of each of 
their 4 wings independently. They are such amazing flyers that both the US military and 
NASA have studied them in hopes of developing aircraft with similar abilities.

And how do dragonflies direct these tremendous talents? They lay havoc to the bugs 
that bug us the most. Dragonflies consume 10 - 15% of their own weight per day dining 
on mosquitoes, termites, deerflies, blackflies, horseflies, midges (no seeums), and more. 
There is even one Florida species, the Cypress Clubtail, that eats love bugs. Most of this 
dining is done mid-flight, as dragonflies use their mouths to scoop insects directly out of 
the air.

When dragonflies our hunting, you may see them tracing the same path again and again. 
Some scientists think they remember areas that are rich in pray and return to them 
repeatedly.

Catching their prey in flight is called “hawking” and there is really no more welcome 
site than an army of hungry dragonflies hawking a swarm of termites emerging from a 
landscape. Dragonflies also “glean” their prey, which involves using their long legs or 
mouths to grab insects which are perched on plant stems or leaves. They will glean plant 
pests up to the size of grasshoppers.

There are 6500 species of dragonflies in the world and 425 in North America. If you 
want to attract some of the 90 or so species that reside in Florida to your yard, you can 
create a dragonfly pond or make sure that the bodies of water near your property are 
dragonfly friendly.

Since we see them flying, eating, and even mating there, we may think that they spend 
most of their time in the air. The truth is that adult, airborne dragonflies live only a few 
weeks to a month. The majority of a dragonfly’s life is spent underwater.

Adult female dragonflies will likely mate several times. Mating is performed with the 
male and female joined in a circular “wheel” position and is sometimes carried out in 
mid-air. After each mating, the female may lay up to 800 eggs.

Dragonfly eggs are laid in or near water where they hatch and develop into nymphs. 
These live underwater for months and sometimes years, undergoing 8 - 16 molts (skin 
sheddings) before emerging as adults. Even nymphs are voracious eaters, happily dining 
on mosquito larvae and other underwater creatures. 

President’s message
— from page 2.perform.

Our plant propagation work sessions will 
resume on Tuesday, February 21st at Paul’s 
yard. We meet at 8:30 A.M. for a few 
hours. If anyone is interested in attending 
and needs directions please call Paul or I.

For those of you who did not attend the 
January luncheon I would like to remind 
you that the 2012 dues are being collected. 
Many have already paid when they 
submitted their check for the luncheon. 
The remainder of you can either send the 
dues to Sam or bring them to the next 
meeting.

Enjoy the beautiful weather we are having 
and I look forward to seeing you at one of 
our meetings soon. 

Jim

Slightly Salty
If your house is close to the Gulf of 
Mexico it is important that what you 
plant has to be very salt tolerant. More 
inland and you probably have no concern 
if a plant is salt tolerant or not. But what 
about those that live on bays, brackish bay-
ous, or other inland waters. For them, salt 
tolerance is a factor, but their list of plant 
choices is much longer. Of course they can 
choose plants that are salt tolerant, but 
many moderately salt tolerant plants may 
be used as well. As a rule, these moderately 
salt tolerant plants grow best behind pro-
tective fences, other plants or buildings. 
Unless natives are chosen that thrive in 
these conditions, close attention must be 
given to such strategies as adding organic 
matter to the soil, mulching, watering 
deeply, and using slow-release fertilizers.

In most nurseries there is little attempt to 
differentiate the plants that are moderately 
salt tolerant from those that are not salt 
tolerant and those that are salt tolerant. 
This causes a dilemma for the gardener 
who lives far enough away from the salt 
spray in high winds but is not sure if plants 
that are not salt tolerant can be used. 
Most gardens are made up of permanent 
landscape shrubs. The following list of 
moderately salt tolerant shrubs is long 
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Peduncle The main, large stem or stalk of a flower off which smaller flower carrying pedicels may grow. A 
stem specialized to produce and support flowers.

Pendulous Drooping. Hanging downward.

Perennial A plant that lives for an indefinite period. Many plants grown in the north as annuals actually 
are perennials in their native southern climates.

Perfect flower  A flower containing both male parts (stamens) and female parts (pistils).

Perlite  A fluffy, white silica mineral (a natural volcanic glass) used as a soil additive to improve porosity. 
It has no nutritive value.

Persistent calyx A “cup” or circle of leafy appendages that remains behind after the petals of a flower 
have fallen off. The calyx is a structure that encloses the base of a group of petals.

Petal  Usually the showy part of the flower. Petals protect the center of the flower and when colored, 
are intended to attract pollinating insects to the stamen and pistils. Sepals are often confused with 
petals. Petals may be few or many. They are collectively known as the corolla.

Petiole  The stem or stalk of a leaf. Leafstalk, the leafs stem. The part between the joint on the stem to 
which the leaf is attached and the blade.

pH scale The scale of numbers assigned to different degrees of acidity or alkalinity of a solution (e.g. soil              
solution). It is the chemical abbreviation for “Potential of hydrogen.” Numerically, seven is a neutral 
solution, the higher the number the greater the level of alkalinity and the lower the number the greater 
the acidity.

Photoperiod The relative amount of daylight a plant receives in proportion to the entire day, considered in 
regard to growth and flowering.

Photoperiodism The response of plants to varying lengths of daylight exposure. Daylight is a critical 
factor for many plants and determines, among other things, whether they’ll flower.

Photoreaction  The reaction of an organism to light.

Photosynthesis The process by which a plant utilizes sunlight, water and carbon dioxide, in the presence 
of chlorophyll, to manufacture carbohydrates.

Phytotoxicity  The degree to which pesticides or other toxic substances, such as air pollutants, cause 
death or injury to plant parts.

Pin–eyed A type of primrose flower in which the stigma (female part) extends way below the reach of the 
hidden stamens (male parts) in the floral tube.

Pinched out A form of pruning practiced by gently pulling off, with forefinger and thumb, the soft growing 
tips of shoots to induce bushiness. Also known as stopping.

Pinna  An individual section of a much divided leaf or frond, commonly known as a leaflet. Used when           
describing fern fronds.

Pinnate A term used to describe a compound leaf that is divided into several or many pairs of oppositely 
arranged pinnae (leaflets). Se also compound leaf, leaflet, pinna.
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Pip A small seed found in an edible fruit. Short for pippin.

Pistil  That portion of a plant, often vase shaped, containing the female reproductive organs. Includes 
collectively, the ovary, stigma and style. It has an ovary where the embryo (seed) develops and a stigma 
that receives pollen grain.

Pit The hardened center of fruits such as peaches or cherries. Also called a stone.

 Plant food An affectionate horticultural misnomer for fertilizer. Actually, plants make their own food 
during photosynthesis, a process made possible by the absorption of minute quantities of minerals found 
in “plant food.”

Plantlet A young plant. The stage beyond that of  a seedling, but also used to describe “offspring” that are 
produced on leaves or stolons. See also seedling.

Pollen  Dust like grains that contain the male sex cells. Produced by the anthers of a flower.

Pollinator A member of the animal kingdom that helps disperse pollen for members of the plant kingdom. 
An animal, usually an insect but occasionally a bat or bird, visits a plant to get nectar or maybe the 
pollen itself. As the animal travels from flower to flower, it spreads the pollen.

Pollinia  In flowers, particularly orchids, groups of pollen grains that are held together by a sticky 
substance. Singular: pollinium.

Porosity A state of being filled with tiny holes. The porosity of clay pots and grainy soils works to the 
advantage of roots, which need oxygen to survive.

Potpourri A fragrant mixture of dried flower petals and spices kept in a closed jar.

Pricking off Transplanting seedlings to adult soil, one at a time, with the help of  a narrow stick functioning 
as a miniature spade.

Pruning The act of cutting or removing parts of a plant to improve its form or adjust its habit of growth.

Psychrometer  A type of hygrometer which employs dry-bulb and wet-bulb thermometers: the two are 
read side–by–side and the relative humidity is computed from the difference in temperature readings.

Pubescence Short, dense hairs often found on the surface of a leaf or stem.

Pulp The moist inner part of a fruit.

Pulvinus A tiny gland at the base of a leaf that responds to vibration, heat or light by making the leaf 
move.  Plural: pulvini.

Pupa The inactive stage that occurs in some insects between the larval (wormlike) stage and the adult 
(winged) stage.

Pyrethrin An extract taken from the dried flowers of two species of  Chrysanthemum. This extract is a 
common insecticide ingredient. 
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R
Raceme A type of inflorescence. An elongated unbranched flower head, each flower having a short stalk. 

The flowers normally develop and open from the bottom of the raceme, higher ones opening as the 
lower ones fade, e.g., Hyacinthus orientalis hybrids. See also inflorescence.

Rain forests Broad–leaf evergreen forests of the tropic belt, temperatures remain above 65°F (18°C) the year 
round and rainfall is heavy, usually ranging from 80 to 160 inches per year.

Ray flower A very small flower found on the outer edge of the large “flower head” of a plant in the 
Composite family. A ray flower is modified to carry an extended paddle-shaped part commonly called a 
petal.

Relative humidity At a specific temperature, the ratio of the amount of water vapor actually in the air in 
relationship to the maximum water capacity of the air.

Respiration The process by which a plant uses carbohydrates by taking in carbon dioxide and releasing 
oxygen and water.

Rest period A period within the 12-month season when the plant should be allowed to become inactive, 
producing little or no leaf or root growth.

Rhizome A root like stem which generally grows horizontally. These stalks send out roots from their lower 
sides and shoots from their upper sides. Rhizomes often act as a storage organ to enable plants to survive 
through a short period of drought, e.g., Begonia rex–cultorum.

Rib A main or prominent vein of a leaf.

Root The lower part of a plant, normally in the soil, which serves to hold it firm and pass nourishment and 
water to the plant. There are two types of roots: fine, fibrous roots and the larger, single tap root. Most 
plants have one type of root  or the other but a few have both.

Root ball The ball of earth that encloses a plant’s mass of roots.

Root crown The basal part of a plant, where the stem meets the root.

Root hairs The thin, hairlike outgrowths of plant roots. These small projections absorb minerals and water 
from the soil. The actual roots serve largely as anchors.

Root plate, also bulb plate The flat layer of tissue on the bottom of a bulb.

Rootstock A term used to describe that portion of a plant to which the above-the-ground part of another 
plant has been grafted.

Rose hip The fruit of a fertilized rose flower. Roses are in the same family as apples and their blossoms are 
just as attractive to bees. The hip is the rose plant’s “apple” and a good source of vitamin C.

Rosette A cluster of leaves or other plant parts radiating in close circles from a central point.

Runner A long, slender, usually trailing stem sent by the main plant and off of which develops a plantlet. 
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S
Savanna A sub-tropical or tropical grassland, flat and devoid of trees.

Scale  A word with several definitions, from plant pest to water absorbing leaf cell. The term also refers 
to the tiny modified leaves or bracts that make up a cone. Depending on whether the cone is male or 
female, each scale encloses some pollen grains or an egg cell.

Scales  Tiny platelike outgrowths on the leaf surfaces of the bromeliad cryptanthus and other plants. 
These help absorb moisture from dew and falling rain.

Scandent Climbing. Stems on a scandent shrub do not support themselves, requiring a fence or trellis to 
lean on. They twine around as they grow.

Scarify  To break or scrape the outer coats of seeds in order to hasten germination. To abrade.

Scion  A detached woody stemmed shoot containing buds which is used for grafting onto another 
plant. The above the ground part of a graft.

Seedling A newly sprouted plant, sometimes called a plantlet. Almost anything that was recently a seed.

Self–ballasted mercury vapor lamp A high wattage floodlamp that emits light by sending an electrical 
discharge through mercury vapor. The light is high in ultraviolet and blue energy.

Self–fertile A plant containing both male and female reproductive organs which is capable of reproducing 
itself.

Selfing  To transfer the pollen from the anther of a flower to a stigma in the same flower, or to make the 
transfer of pollen to another flower on the same plant. Also called self–pollination.

Semi-dormancy A state of rest in which a plant loses a few leaves and stops growing, but from which it 
can be revived by resuming normal cultural practices.

Sepal  The protective outer covering of the flower. A flower part, often a dull brown or green, that 
holds the bud and cups the open flower. The sepal is isually obscured by the opening petals.

Serrate  Having a notched or ragged edge. A serrate leaf has ragged teeth that point forward toward the 
leaf tip.

Sessile  Lacking a stalk. A flower or leaf attached directly to a plant without an intervening “stem.”

Shade cloth Sheets of plastic or fabric placed across a greenhouse roof to shield the amount of sunlight re-
ceived by the plants below. Shade cloth is available in degrees of shading from 5% to 100%.

Shard  A piece of broken pottery. A layer of shards in the bottom of a pot allows excess water to drain 
away more easily.

Sheath  A leaf base that clasps a stem all the way around. A tubular encasement of a stalk’s lower end.
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 Nature’s Exquisite Exterminators — from page 4.

A dragonfly pond doesn’t have to be large, nor does it require a filter. But it should be located 
in an area protected from wind that will get 5 to 6 hours of midday sun. The depth should 
vary from very shallow at the edges to about 2 feet at the deepest level. A pond that is too 
shallow can overheat or dry up. The deep areas also provide refuge where nymphs are safe from 
predators.

Although dragonflies do not use plants for food during any stage in their life cycle, plants are 
still an important part of that habitat. Plants, both submerged and floating, add oxygen to their 
water and remove carbon dioxide. They provide hiding and resting places for nymphs and are 
even used as incubation chambers, since some species of dragonflies insert their eggs into the 
soft stems.

Plants around ponds or ones that stick out of the water provide places for adults to perch and 
scan for food or mates. Dragonflies are aggressively territorial and will chase away or even do 
battle with competitors. Instead of plants, ordinary bamboo stakes or even more decorative 
sticks can be added in or near ponds. A few flat rocks placed near the pond’s edge provide 
surfaces for basking in the sun.

Nymphs climb pond plants in order to undergo the transformation process to adulthood – a 
process very much like a butterfly emerging from a chrysalis. Like newly hatched butterflies, 
dragonflies must pump up their wings before they can be effective fliers. They emerge with soft 
bodies and it takes several days before they harden completely and take on their adult colors.

If you want a pond that supports breeding populations of dragonflies, don’t introduce fish, 
frogs, or ducks. These creatures will prey on the nymphs and eggs. And of course, keep all 
poisons and fertilizers out of the water.

Experts say that about 15% of North America’s dragonfly species are in danger of extinction. 
Natural enemies include frogs, certain birds, lizards, and larger dragonflies. Man-made dangers 
include loss of habitat, water pollution, oxygen depletion from improper use of fertilizers, and 
run-ins with automobiles.

Like traditional bird or butterfly watching, dragonfly watching is becoming a popular new 
hobby. So get yourself a close-focus binoculars, add dragonfly friendly pond to your habitat, or 
just pay attention when these beneficial bugs zip by. You will enjoy their acquaintance and they 
are definitely beneficial.

This list only includes common names, 
scientific names and approximate height.  All 
plants have been recommended for our area 
by the University of Florida. Visit:

http://hammock.ifas.ufl.edu
Barbados flower-fence  (Caesalpinia 

pulcherrima)  15 feet.
Bottlebrush  (Callistemon regidus)  15 feet
Devil’s backbone  (Pedilantus 

tithymalaloides)  6 feet
Blue sage  (Eranthemium pulchellum)  5 feet
Giant milkweed  (Calotropis gigantea) 15 feet
Hedge cactus  (Cereus peruvianus)  25 feet 
Holly malpighia  (Malpighia coccigera)  3 feet
Ixora  (Ixora coccinea)  15 feet
Jade plant  (Crassula argentea)  4 feet
Lucky nut  (Thevetia peruviana)  10 – 15 feet
Night jessamine  (Cestrum nocturnum)        

12 feet
Pseuderanthemum  (P. atropurpureum) 
 12 feet
Rattlebox  (Sesbania punicea)  8 feet
Ribbon bush  (Homalocladium platycladum)  

4 feet
Satsuki azalea  (Rhododendron indicum)        

6 feet
Scarlet bush, firebush  (Hamelia patens)     

12 feet
Vitex  (Vitex trifolia ‘Variegata)  12 feet
 

Slightly Salty — from page 4. 
enough to provide a wide array of plant material for the questioning gardener:

Japanese cleyera (Cleyera japonica – sometimes confused with or sold as Ternstroemia gym-
nanthera). An evergreen that can be grown as a large shrub or small tree. Hardy in zones 7 to 
9 and into 10. Some specimens may grow 15 to 20 feet high though they can be maintained at 
lower heights with proper pruning. Cleyera grows best in well-drained , moist soil in shade or 
partial shade. It is a good choice for screens and hedges or as an attractive accent plant.

Japanese fatsia (Fatsia japonica). A shrub of choice for shady locations where a tropical look is 
wanted. Shiny, deeply lobed, evergreen leaves to 10 inches across decorate the plant year round. 
Plants can grow 6 to 10 feet high and wide.

Yew or Chinese podocarpus (Podocarpus macrophyllus). Dependably green year round, it is 
considered by some to be one of the finest coniferous evergreens for Florida. Hardiness, toler-
ance of sun, shade and drought, and freedom from pests make if useful in many situations. Top-
ping out at 20 to 35 feet, it can be used for hedges, specimen, or accent plants, or background 
plants for shrub borders.

Other moderately salt tolerant for southwest Florida coastal area (zones 8b and 9a²) include:
Glossy abelia (Abelia grandiflora);  Japanese barberry (Berberis thunbergii);  Pineapple 
guava (Feijoa sellowlana);  Common fig (Ficus carica);  Chinese holly (Ilex cornuta);  Chinese 
juniper (Juniperus chinensis);  Turk’s cap (Malvaviscus penduliflorus);  Saw palmetto (Serenoa 
repens);  Sweet viburnum (Viburnum odororatissimum). See the next column for more.   

Slightly Salty — conclusion 

grown in Florida and known as Hibiscus 
rosa–sinensis L. are probably hybrids. Other 
hibiscus species such as H. schizopetalus 
and H. tiliaceus are used limitedly in south 
Florida.

Most hibiscus varieties have one-day flowers; 
the blossoms open early in the morning and 
wilt late in the afternoon. Flowers of a few 
varieties remain open for two days. Although 
individual flowers do not last long, the 
flowering season is nearly all year in southern 
Florida. Most hibiscus are odorless, but a few 
varieties are slightly fragrant.

The use of hibiscus as an evergreen shrub in 
Florida is limited to the southern half of the 
peninsula. Low temperatures is the limiting 
factor in north Florida. Plants will be killed 
to the ground by 28° to 30° F. (2° to 1° C.) 
temperatures, but established plants may have 
new growth from their roots in the spring and 
bloom on the new growth that summer.

I’m working on a more complete article for a 
future article on hibiscus. Ed.

Hibiscus in Florida – from page 3.


